
Complete your 
raffle tickets, 
prizes given out 
throughout the 
workshop.





Our Mission

NFTE activates the entrepreneurial mindset and 
builds startup skills in youth from 

under-resourced communities to ensure their 
success and to create a more vibrant society.

Our Mission

Who is NFTE?



Who is NFTE?
Clifton Jackson was a Runner Up at NFTE’s 2017 National Youth Entrepreneurship 
Challenge. Here he pitches his business, CWC Pliers: a 3-in-1 tool for professional 

electricians that increases workplace safety and efficiency.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3nkXvPD3w5U


Impact

86% 80% 1 50%+
of NFTE alumni are 
either employed or 
furthering their 
education.

of NFTE alumni are in 
college or have 
graduated college.

NFTE alumni have 
started at least one 
business.

NFTE alumni earn 
50% more than their 
peers.

in4

NFTE students apply the 
entrepreneurial mindset, 

succeeding in the workplace, 
starting business, and furthering 

their education.



https://www.underdogcomics.com/shop

https://www.underdogcomics.com/shop
https://www.underdogcomics.com/shop
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Why NFTE?

Career 
Readiness

Engagement in 
Learning

Connection to 
Community

Students acquire business, 
startup, and presentation skills, 
as well as entrepreneurial 
mindset skills essential for 
success in the 21st Century.

Students see that their ideas and 
acquired skills address real 
needs and open doors to new 
opportunities.

Students receive coaching from 
executives and professionals, 
gaining exposure to career paths 
and a supportive network. All 
students participate in a business 
expo or business plan competition 
with additional opportunities for 
networking.All Hands-On, WBL/PBL, 

Experiential… students 
learn by doing!
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ACTE Alignment

• Academic measure: Formative and summative assessments of writing, 
math, and other core skills, as demonstrated through student business 
plan.

• Industry measure: Assessment of entrepreneurial mindset, through 
NFTE’s Entrepreneurial Mindset Index (EMI), developed with researchers 
from the Education Testing Service (ETS) aligned to the Certiport 
Entrepreneurship and Small Business Certification

• Employability measure: Assessment of startup skills and business 
knowledge, as demonstrated through student business plan and pitch

Aligning with the Association for Career & Technical Education (ACTE) 
standards, NFTE students will be career ready.
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NFTE Students Are Engaged in School

81% 79%
of students felt that 
their NFTE teacher 
makes learning 
enjoyable and fun.

of NFTE students 
liked the way they 
learned in their 
class.

64%
of NFTE students 
felt that their class 
was more 
relevant than their 
other courses.

In the United States:

• 65% of students report being bored in class every single day.

• 82% of these bored students indicate that their class material is not 

interesting.

80%
of NFTE alumni 
are in college or 
have graduated 
college.
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NFTE Students Are Career Ready

86%
of NFTE alumni are 
either employed or 
furthering their 
education.

89%
of alumni thought 
NFTE contributed to 
their knowledge, 
skills, and/or personal 
development.

16%
of NFTE alumni 
were self-employed 
or had a business 
open in the past 
year.

In the United States:

• Only 15% of low-income students complete a 

career-ready curriculum.

• Only 2% of youth aged 16–24 were self-employed in 

2015.

1
NFTE alumni 
have started at 
least one 
business 
post-NFTE.

4IN



California Standards For Career Ready Practice
“These standards are not exclusive to a career pathway, a CTE program of study, a 

particular discipline, or level of education.    Standards for Career Ready Practice 
are taught and reinforced in all career exploration and preparation programs with 
increasingly higher levels of complexity and expectation as a student advances 

through a program of study.”

1. Apply appropriate technical skills 
and academic knowledge.
2. Communicate clearly, effectively, 
and with reason.
3. Develop an education and career 
plan aligned with personal goals.
4. Apply technology to enhance 
productivity.
5. Utilize critical thinking to make 
sense of problems and persevere in 
solving them.
6. Practice personal health and 
understand financial literacy

7. Act as a responsible citizen in the 
workplace and the community.
8. Model integrity, ethical leadership, and 
effective management.
9. Work productively in teams while 
integrating cultural and global 
competence.
10. Demonstrate creativity and innovation.
11. Employ valid and reliable research 
strategies.
12. Understand the environmental, social, 
and economic impacts of decisions.



Could your CTE students work as an entrepreneur, or 
with an entrepreneur in their career field?

A new report from the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM), sponsored by 
Babson College and Baruch College, finds that:

- 27 million working-age Americans--nearly 14 percent--are starting or 
running new businesses. That's a record high for this study, now in its 16th 
year.

- 50% of the working population believes there exist good opportunities for 
starting businesses consider entrepreneurship is an attractive career option, 
the first time that figure has risen above half. 

- 80% of those who plan to start businesses in the next three years are doing 
something about it, such as leasing space or registering their companies. 

- 24% of U.S. entrepreneurs expect to employ 20 or more people in the next 
five years

http://www.babson.edu/Academics/centers/blank-center/global-research/gem/Pages/home.aspx


Why should we consider implementing a 
common capstone/content?

-Cross-curricular support/ PBL
- Showcase of CTE learnings
-Effective evidence of “High Quality Curriculum and instruction..”  
and “CTE Promotion, Outreach and communication”
-Teaching CTE Skills as well as application of knowledge

“I am not just learning construction and 
building skills, I am learning how to run 
my own business, and helping my dad 
make changes to his construction 
business too.” - Felipe S, Richmond



Perkins complience

Perkins Funds/ Audits?

Perkins Compliance/ Alternate 
Strategies for Leadership 
https://www.cde.ca.gov/ci/ct/pk/docu
ments/perkinsfactsheets.doc

https://www.cde.ca.gov/ci/ct/pk/documents/perkinsfactsheets.doc
https://www.cde.ca.gov/ci/ct/pk/documents/perkinsfactsheets.doc


Millennials are starting more businesses, too. The report found 

that they’ve launched about twice as many as boomers 

have—nearly eight companies each versus three to four for 

boomers.

...There may be two reasons for that. First, it’s “easier today to 

create a business than before.” Second, millennials may be more 

open to failure than boomers are. “Before, failure was considered 

a stop in your career.” “Today, you can easily fail” and keep 

going. 
http://fortune.com/2016/02/20/millennial-entrepreneurs-study/



Our Challenge as CTE Educators

By 2018, the United States will have eight million 
high-skill or technical job vacancies.  STEM. Georgetown University, Center on 

Education and the Workforce

Every year, over three million youth drop out of school 
and join 6.7 million youth (ages 16- 24) who aren’t 
enrolled in school.   World Education. “Adult Ed Facts.”

In the U.S., 44% of all employers surveyed reported to 
that Americans lacked “soft skills” – communication, 
collaboration, creativity, etc.  Addecco, 2017: The Global Talent Competitive Index



Initiative
& Self-Reliance

Critical Thinking
& Problem Solving

Flexibility
& Adaptability

Future 
Orientation

Communication
& Collaboration

Opportunity 
Recognition

Creativity
& Innovation

Comfort with Risk

The power to take 
ownership without input 
or guidance and to work 
through obstacles 
independently.

The ability and willingness to 
change actions and plans to 
overcome present and future 
challenges.

The ability to clearly express 
ideas to an intended 
audience, including 
persuading others to work 
towards a common goal.

The ability to think of ideas 
and create solutions to 
problems without clearly 
defined structures.

The capacity to move 
forward with a decision 
despite inevitable uncertainty 
and challenges.

The practice of seeing and 
experiencing problems as 
opportunities to create 
solutions.

The process of applying 
higher-level, process-oriented 
thinking skills, and of 
transitioning that reasoning to 
decision making.

An optimistic disposition with 
a focus on obtaining the skills 
and knowledge required to 
transition into a career.

NFTE empowers youth to approach the world with an innovator’s eye and a founder’s 
grit, not only during the NFTE course but for the rest of their lives. We define the 

entrepreneurial mindset as eight key pillars proven to drive success.
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Activating the Entrepreneurial Mindset



EMI Table Discussion:
● Which of the EMI Domains do your students exhibit? 
● Your CTE and Core Teachers?
● Where do you see your current instructional weaknesses? 
● Share with a partner or in a table whip



Formative Design 
Challenge - 

Opportunity 
Recognition

NFTE Provides 
Modifiable rubrics 
for all formative 

assessments!



“Eye-C-U” STEM / STEAM Icebreaker
Prompt: Technology is rapidly changing and digital wireless battery operated cameras are getting 
longer and longer battery life and in some cases, operate  sustainably with tiny solar panels. 

Using your Googly Eye to represent a Digital Mini Camera, tape or glue it to your paper and Ideate 
an innovation or product that implements at least one Digital Mini Camera.  Be prepared to pitch to 
your table-mates, the product name, what it does, and what problem it solves.

-Draw a model, logo, bullet points, descriptions and labels.  Add the Googly Eye(s) to your model.

-Extra Points if you can implement this challenge to fit your local economy- target market- 
geography, demographics, psychographics, buying patterns or to a SPECIFIC CTE INDUSTRY 
SECTOR

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TsyQAE8oYk8


1 Minute Pitch to your table-mates, the product name, what it does, and 
what problem it solves.

-Draw a model, logo, bullet points, descriptions and labels.  Add the Googly 
Eye(s) to your model.

-Extra Props if you can implement this challenge to fit your local economy- 
target market- geography, demographics, psychographics, buying patterns 

Can you tie your innovation to a SPECIFIC CTE INDUSTRY SECTOR.
Tables vote on best pitch, Volunteers to present Best of Class.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TsyQAE8oYk8


Adapting and 
integrating 

entrepreneurship to 
your pathway sector



Innovative Carrying 
Device Project 

Challenge



Innovative Carrying Device Project Challenge  
Warm-Up Questions

● When was the last time you solved a 
problem that no one else could solve?

● What did you create or innovate that was 
different from others?

● What made the experience different from 
others?

Carrying Device Lesson Plan Link

Carrying Device Worksheet Link

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zWVMa_TepXU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WavWFO9oO1vOHAcy5x9CgvIQ_zu8l99Z
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1q7E_jNd4tG1jHeal4j7aMXMG0cGBkNy3


Innovative Carrying Device Project Challenge 

Instructions
1) Imagine that you are on a product development team 

and have been assigned to create a new innovative 
carrying device for your industry sector or job within a 
CTE industry sector of choice

2) On your product development team, you will collaborate 
and design an ideal carrying device for your industry.

3) Your team will draw a prototype, create a new catchy 
name, and list the features & benefits of your unique 
carrying device on your poster paper

4) Each member of your team will share in the 2 minute 
pitch and presentation of your new product



Innovative Carrying Device Project Challenge 

Pitch Should Include:
1) Catchy new name of your carrying device product

2) How does your product solve your profession’s 
problems or meet their needs

3) Features and Benefits

4) Explain your product’s competitive advantages

● The “carrying device for school” can be swapped for your 
industry pathway careers ie “an automotive carrying device”, 
“an engineer’s carrying device”, “a business person’s carrying 

device”, “tour guide’s carrying device”, “a construction 
technician’s carrying device”, “an architect’s carrying device”, 

etc.



NFTE EMI Challenge Pivot Cards

Entrepreneurs sometimes have to pivot when 
winds of change effect their plans. 

EMI Mindset Challenge cards must be completed  
and evidence is part of your 2 minute team pitch.



“NFTE helped us create a culture of a common language in your 
career pathways, that is directly related to the labor force identified 

skills for the economic needs of the future.”

“NFTE helped our CTE Teachers in collaborating towards a common 
showcase, implementing similar challenges and working their 

existing PBL around viable business practices, but from the lense of 
their pathway expertise.”
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The 
Entrepreneurial 
Teacher Corps
Activating the entrepreneurial mindset 
of an entire generation begins with the 
Teacher Corps. Educators join a robust 
community of support, complete with 
professional development resources, 
NFTE curriculum, student performance 
reporting, and opportunities to learn 
from one another as well as from NFTE 
staff.
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“NFTE U” Teacher Training

Educators learn how to:

• Deliver project-based learning and 
the NFTE curriculum

• Teach cognitive and non-cognitive 
skills, with a strong focus on 
practices that help teachers to 
activate the entrepreneurial mindset 
in students

Educators receive:

• NFTE Certified Entrepreneurship 
Teacher (CET) designation, 
following successful completion of 
the training 

• Membership in the NFTE 
Entrepreneurial Teacher Corps
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Ongoing Professional Development

Professional Learning 
Communities

• Run by NFTE Lead Teachers and 
Master Educators

• Practice-focused with all NFTE 
teachers partner to codify and grow 
best practices

Professional Development 
Webinars
• Monthly webinars and an online video 

library

• Content-focused training on teaching key 
entrepreneurship topics, including the 
entrepreneurial mindset
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Annual Teacher Summit

With the theme of teacher as an educational entrepreneur, peer- and expert-led sessions 
focus on activating the entrepreneurial mindset.

Topics include:

• Designing engaging learning experiences for students, using entrepreneurship 
content as an engagement tool

• Sharing best practices for blended instruction and project-based learning

• Leveraging NFTE's curriculum to support the Every Student Succeeds Act 
(ESSA), including the well-rounded education goal and focus on 
career/college-readiness

• Exploring the full suite of NFTE's Entrepreneurship Pathway programs, from 
introductory to in-depth learning experiences, including the plethora of support 
services available to teachers
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Recognition and Leadership Opportunities

Model Teacher Challenge

• Encourages teachers to perform at a 
high level that results in consistent 
student achievement and 
entrepreneurial mindset growth

• Winners receive monetary awards, 
peer recognition, and access to other 
leadership opportunities

Lead Teacher and Master 
Educator Opportunities

• Lead quarterly Professional Learning 
Community sessions

• Provide support services

• Conduct new teacher training

• Present at NFTE’s Annual Teacher 
Summit
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Support Services for Teachers/Districts

• Business plan competition management
• Linked Learning/ WBL Opportunities
• Volunteer management including recruitment  and background 

checks
• Curriculum and instructional support including course descriptions, 

and scope and sequence mapping and blending into CTE sector 
classes

• Student performance reporting and assessment data analysis 
• Targeted teacher mentoring and coaching services 
• Implementation help desk
• Teacher launch day activities and classroom set-up support
• Quarterly e-newsletter
• Staff/ Pathway PD Presentations
• Recruitment  Assemblies and 





Application 
Programs

Awareness 
Programs 

Expertise ProgramsExposure Programs
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NFTE Entrepreneurship Pathway

In an innovation economy, there are no traditional paths to success. NFTE’s Pathway begins with igniting the 
imagination and takes students through the journey of activating their entrepreneurial mindset and creating their own 

businesses.

Students who complete Entrepreneurship 1 and 2 are prepared to take 
the Certiport Entrepreneurship and Small Business exam for 
certification. The NFTE curriculum is Certiport-recommended.

World Series of 
Innovation

Venture

MODULA
R

MODULA
R

Startup Tech: Introduction 
to Entrepreneurship and 
App Development

IN 
SCHOOL

IN 
SCHOOL

Exploring Careers: 
Introduction to 
Entrepreneurship and the 
Working World

BizCamp: Business 
Ideation and Crafting the 
Pitch

OUT OF 
SCHOOL

IN 
SCHOOL

Entrepreneurship 1: 
Business Ideation and 
Crafting the Pitch

Entrepreneurship 2: Business 
Model Validation and Product 
Development

Startup Summer: 
Business Model 
Validation and Product 
Development

OUT OF 
SCHOOL

IN 
SCHOOL

A global, online 
experience where 
students create business 
solutions aligned with the 
UN Sustainable 
Development Goals

A course where students 
discover their interests and 
begin to develop an 
entrepreneurial mindset

An award-winning course, 
focused on activating the 
entrepreneurial mindset as 
well as creating and pitching 
an original business plan

A digital experience 
introducing students to 
entrepreneurship through 
the process of building a 
virtual food truck 
business

A blended 
tech-entrepreneurship course 
where students create an 
app and corresponding 
business plan

Entrepreneurship 1, 
delivered as a multi-week 
learning experience

Entrepreneurship 2, 
delivered as a 16-week 
learning experience

An advanced course that 
deepens the entrepreneurial 
mindset and centers
on business model validation, 
product development, and 
marketing CERTIFICA

TION







World Series of Innovation
http://innovation.nfte.com/ 

http://innovation.nfte.com/


World Series of 
Innovation
innovation.nfte.com
(Sept-Dec. entries)

58% of 800 international 
semi-finalists came from 
CA CTE NFTE 
Classrooms in 2018

ESUHSD District Model 
- CTE Innovation 
Challenges

https://innovation.nfte.com/










What about a school district-wide capstone, cross-curricular 
business expo or local challenge modeled after the NFTE 

World Series of Innovation? (innovation.nfte.com) and aligned 
to the UN Sustainability goal and community / local initiatives.

East Side Union High School District CTE Innovation 
Challenges for 2017-2018

https://drive.google.com/open?id=10nfgNrFKf6RHv69q4F8TJi8RZSAP5Crq
https://drive.google.com/open?id=10nfgNrFKf6RHv69q4F8TJi8RZSAP5Crq


NFTE provides:
 experiental materials, PLC/ PD’s, classroom, 
regional and / or national cash prizes for our 

mission-based, under-resourced schools, 
Professional Performance Incentives for 

instructors engaging with content fidelity. 

Schools provide funding for teacher 
training, licensing fees and technology.

  



NFTE Capstone and PBL formative assessments at benchmarks throughout all the content areas are aligned 
to and support success in competitive event and demonstrations in chapters of CTSO’s (Career 
Technical Student Organizations) across CA and the US.  NFTE Students globally are using their knowledge 
to compete and participate in NATIONAL CTSO’s including:

Skills USA DECA

HOSA FFA

FBLA FCCLA

and Nationally:

Educators Rising, PAS, TSA



-It allows you to showcase 
pathways, have common capstones
-Digital evidence for Perkins, CPA, 
WASC and other accrediting 
bodies.

-It is formative evidence of what a 
student’s skills within their career 
pathway 

-It is a showcase of the instructor 
body of work

-it can show intern and job 
providers what a student knows 
and can DO in their field of study

https://edsource.org/2017/high-schools-turning-to-student-portfolios-to-assess-academic-progress/580147

A few words from a teacher technophile...

A brief aside about digital student professional 
pathway portfolio, make time, they are worth it.

https://edsource.org/2017/high-schools-turning-to-student-portfolios-to-assess-academic-progress/580147


Model: 
http://www.sanleandrobusinessacademy.com/student-portfolios-class-of-2016.html 

http://larafriedlund.weebly.com/

http://www.sanleandrobusinessacademy.com/student-portfolios-class-of-2016.html


Portfolios:

Google Sites - Pros and Deltas
Free!

How to Migrate Information from your  School/ District student Google Account to 
a personal Google Account.

As students and staff use the school provided Google Apps accounts more, there's a lot of great work, 
writing, presentations, and more that graduating seniors and students leaving the district would like to 
"take with them". Google doesn't yet have a simple way to transfer everything from one account to 
another, but there are a few easy ways to get the information you want transferred over to a personal 
Google Account before graduation.

How to Transfer Google Drive Documents, Blogger Posts, Contacts, and 
More

1. Login to your existing district issued Google Account
2. Visit Google Takeout and create an archive of your account data
3. Download the archive (which may be large depending on how much work is there)
4. Create a new personal Google Account or login with an existing personal Google Account
5. All Google Drive archives can be re-uploaded to your personal account, Contacts can be 

imported to the new account, and other information imported or uploaded to the new account

https://www.google.com/takeout


Weebly for Education: Approx $70.00 per year for domain and 
pro Ed account, first 40 students are free, $1.00 per student for 
additional sites.

Weebly review - Common Sense Education
https://www.commonsense.org/education/website/weebly

https://www.commonsense.org/education/website/weebly




NFTE Capstone and PBL formative assessments at benchmarks throughout all the content areas are aligned 
to and support success in competitive event and demonstrations in chapters of CTSO’s (Career 
Technical Student Organizations) across CA and the US.  NFTE Students globally are using their knowledge 
to compete and participate in NATIONAL CTSO’s including:

Skills USA DECA

HOSA FFA

FBLA FCCLA

and Nationally:

Educators Rising, PAS, TSA



Activity 3 -  Finance
EOU/ Seasonal Sales Simulation

“Lets cost it out…When can we sell the 
most?”

First you will be broken up into 4 Market Research teams, each 
team will be assigned to assess the product.

Each team will be give one quarter of the sales cycle to analyze for 
our assigned product.  Please discuss and consider seasonality and 
buying patterns.  



Math@Work Math Meets 
Entrepreneurship

NFTE Students VS The Sharks

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1dIB2pOGeueto-9lHdExw1JAEVI73eedv/preview


Economics of one unit of 
a“Soothing Sundae”

EOU

Plastic cup - .12
Cherry Bath Bomb .26
Ribbon .15
1 biz card tag .02
2 washcloths @ .34 each - .68
plastic wrap .04
Labor, $12.00 per hour, 10 assembled per hour -  $1.20

$2.47
Selling price is $5.00 each



Simulation Assumptions:
● Washcloth and ribbons can 

be purchased in any color 
for same price

● Bath Bomb can come in 
different flavors/ scents and 
shapes for same price.

● Plastic container can be 
changed.

● Our Minimum number of 
products that can be created 
by our current 
entrepreneurs is 0 and our 
maximum monthly capacity 
is 1100,





Discussion:   What reasons could be for sales being higher 
these specific months and lower others?



You have 10 minutes to discuss and come to a 
consensus for your team’s three montly 

estimates and chart.  

Be prepared to do the “DEED” 
(Details, Examples, Evidence and 

Description to back your responses.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vmscd6IEdos


Quarterly Sales estimates and estimated annual net profits presentations 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UIrLyE7iz50


Harvard Business Review
Why Appreciation Matters So Much   - by Tony Schwartz

“As we concluded, I asked each person to take a few moments to say what he or she felt most proud of accomplishing 
over the past year. After each of their brief recountings, I added some observations about what I appreciated in that 
person. Before long, others were chiming in. The positive energy was contagious, but it’s not something we can ever take 
for granted.”

“Whatever else each of us derives from our work, there may be nothing more precious than the feeling that we truly 
matter — that we contribute unique value to the whole, and that we’re recognized for it.”

“Feeling genuinely appreciated lifts people up. At the most basic level, it makes us feel safe, which is what frees us to do 
our best work. It’s also energizing.”
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Ways to start appreciating someone… Be a Risk-Taker!
I liked it when you helped me...  

I am pleased to hear...            

It was helpful when...

It was fantastic when...            

I was very impressed when you...  

You make me feel wonderful when...

I really enjoyed...                       

I feel so comfortable when... 

You did a really good job when...             

I like the way you...                  

I’m thankful for...                                  

I was really inspired when...       

You’re terrific because...           

It was great to have your support 

for...  

I was most proud when...   

I loved it when...         

I really enjoyed it when...  

I felt better when...     

You really understood and helped 

me when…

I felt great when...  

I felt special when... 

It was cool when..

I will really value when….

I valued...   

I felt special when... 

I knew you were listening when...   

Thank you for listening/ sharing/ 

understanding/ considering...

I appreciate the time you spent... 

I can tell you care when... 

I admire how you...   

I respect how you are able to...  

It was thoughtful of you to... 
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The 
Entrepreneurial 
Mindset

8 Character 
traits that NFTE 
and the labor 
force knows 
support 
success in the 
21st Century 
Economy.



Bring NFTE to 
Your District,  
School or 
classroom.
Upcoming 
Bay Area & 
National 
NFTE U Dates

https://drive.google.com/open?id=19cV0HmFqCCC42CXhCfZyXGKgrY5eb79L
https://drive.google.com/open?id=19cV0HmFqCCC42CXhCfZyXGKgrY5eb79L
https://drive.google.com/open?id=19cV0HmFqCCC42CXhCfZyXGKgrY5eb79L
https://drive.google.com/open?id=19cV0HmFqCCC42CXhCfZyXGKgrY5eb79L


Questions? Want NFTE at your School?

Northern California, NV

Dawn Fregosa – Program Manager

• DawnF@nfte.com

Outside Nor. Cal/ NF

Learn More
www.nfte.com

This presentation can be found, with embedded links, 
on the Educating for  Careers online digital program 

resources. NFTE ©

mailto:DawnF@nfte.com
http://www.nfte.com

